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Responding to a RFP or RFQ are common situations for those who provide more complex 

solutions or serve certain business segments. In our preparation, we focus on specifications 

and handouts but spend very little time considering how to shape the flow of the message and 

deliver it effectively as a team.

This whitepaper will help you identify common flaws in the preparation process and what you 

and your team can do to win more opportunities.

The 4 Fatal Mistakes of RFP Oral Presentations



There’s a daunting amount of work ahead for you and your team.

Responding to RFP’s is a time and resource depleting process that offers absolutely no reward for 

second or third place.

It’s also a process that not only places extraordinary emphasis on your ability to assemble a 

comprehensive written response, but also puts your sharpest engineers, project managers and team 

members under the intense scrutiny of your evaluators. 

Let’s be honest, a great presentation won’t guarantee you’ll be awarded the contract, but you can be 

assured that one that’s hastily conceived, badly messaged and poorly delivered will most certainly 

reduce your chances for a win. 

This brief summary is a roadmap; a sanity check for bringing the best out of those who will most likely 

influence millions or tens of millions of project dollars.  Here are the four fatal flaws they often 

encounter in the process.

Avoid them at all costs.
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Fragmented or Disjointed Efforts#1

When teams fail to act like a team.

Like it or not, the evaluators are learning a lot about you by simply observing your team.  Not 

everyone presenting on behalf of your proposal may work together often, perhaps some even being 

outside partners.  But for the hour or two you‘re presenting, there should be no doubt that you are a 

cohesive team that can articulate the winning strategy. Marginally integrated partners who seem 

indifferent to the other team members can cause doubts about your ability to work together to deliver 

the results you’ve promised. 

If you can’t do something as simple as present the plan together, how can you possibly

coordinate the efforts of hundreds of people to deliver a project?  

Teams that come to play must share a common understanding of why they’re there. So whether they 

are presenting, supporting or responding to Q&A, they all must have a focused sense of the key 

messages it will take to win the day. 
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Here are a few things they are looking for from you team:

• Do they share a common understanding of the project and its core approaches?

• Is there a perceived agreement for the oversight role of the company or government entity?

• Do the skills of those presenting seem to compliment one another or are there obvious gaps?

• Is the team delivering a solution that addresses the interviewer’s “pain” or just a proposal?

• Is there a clear sense of who is leading the project and how project teams will act as one?

“I’ve known a lot of engineers with terrific ideas who had trouble explaining 

them to others. It’s always a shame when a guy with a great talent can’t tell a 

board or committee what’s in his head.”

Contrary to popular opinion, most people we present to are really not looking for perfect presenters.  

As a matter of fact, people who are too polished or too perfect evoke a healthy skepticism.

But if you’ve been in the habit of excusing the marginal presentation skills of your project manager, 

Account Manager or engineer - don’t.  Your oral presentation is the primary vehicle for building trust 

and believability in you and in your proposal. 

Those who just can’t make eye contact, exhibit nervous movement or whose speech is full of 

uncomfortable uhhhs and ummms will most likely be undermining your best efforts.  Have you ever 

sat in a presentation where the presenter’s flailing or nervous hands made it hard to listen?  Make no 

mistake, we all make judgments about people (or companies) not always based on reality but most 

often on our perceptions.  Anyone can be taught to learn the fundamentals of good presentation 

skills. Don’t overlook this critical area.

Our company, Distinction Communication, has a unique vantage point.  We interact with literally 

hundreds of companies a year in the area of their high stakes presentations. There’s one reoccurring 

issue that subverts nearly everyone’s ability to close major opportunities. 

Their key messages fail to consider all the perspectives in play. This myopic, self-serving focus is all 

too obvious to those on the receiving end of our presentations. In developing and delivering your 

live presentation, there are three critical perspectives that must be considered.

Marginal Presentation Skills#2

When teams rationalize poor skills.

Tunnel Vision Planning#3

When teams can’t see past their own perspective.
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What’s your knothole in the fence?

Do an honest assessment of your company’s strengths and weaknesses including communication 

styles. For example, high analytical styles often deliver more granular levels of detail than what is 

needed or wanted by the driver interviewer. Other interviewer styles may appear to be less engaged 

and may need questions directed to them to ensure their understanding and engagement.  Look for 

resources that can help your team with an honest assessment in these areas. 

What’s the interview team’s knothole in the fence?

Although we’re often convinced total project cost is always a major determiner for who is awarded 

contracts, other powerful forces are in play.  During times of financial uncertainty, safe choices 

become extremely important and your experience and credibility in certain project types may be a 

major influencer but only if you have the ability to communicate those points in an articulate and 

believable fashion.

What’s your competitor’s knothole in the fence? 

How do your competitors assess your strengths and weaknesses? What strategies will they forge to 

exploit them?  By effectively anticipating those issues, you can create your own communication 

strategy to not only inoculate your interviewers against those weaknesses, but shape a positive 

perspective that will rob competitors of their perceived competitive advantage.

No one wins them all, and from time to time you will lose to a better company or more detailed 

written proposal. But you should NEVER lose an opportunity because your presentation team failed 

to articulate the proposal details, deliver it in a believable and cohesive manner, and respond to Q&A 

with confidence.  

The stakes associated with losing a project (you should have won) could adversely impact the health 

of your business. It may be time to rethink your process. Step back and make sure your team is 

doing all they can do. And maybe it’s time for companies to look beyond themselves for help.  

The RFP process may not be broken in your organization, but it very well could be aging and in need 

of a fresh injection of perspective, creativity and objectivity. 

Same Approach Expecting Different Results#4

When we repeat the same mistakes.
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Interested in Distinction Communication's services?
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go to www.distinctioncommunication.com

or give us a call at 503-554-1203.


